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The thermal properties of amorphous and crystalline phases in chalcogenide phase change
materials (PCM) play a key role in device performance for non-volatile random-access memory.
Here, we report the nanothermal morphology of amorphous and crystalline phases in
laser pulsed GeTe and Ge2Sb2Te5 thin films by scanning thermal microscopy (SThM). By
SThM measurements and quantitative finite element analysis simulations of two film thicknesses, the PCM thermal conductivities and thermal boundary conductances between the PCM
and SThM probe are independently estimated for the amorphous and crystalline phase of each
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895493]
stoichiometry. V

INTRODUCTION

Phase change materials (PCM) have been the focus of
research interest for the last decade as candidates for nonvolatile memories, such as flash memory and dynamic random access memory, as they can combine high read/write
speeds, excellent data retention, and low switching power.1
Phase change memory is based on reversible switching
between amorphous and crystalline states,2 producing remarkable reflectivity contrast for optical devices,3,4 and electrical conductivity modulation for solid state devices.5,6
Finding stoichiometries that promote a fast crystallization
time, lower threshold switching voltage/current between
states, and improved high-cycle reliability are of particular
interest.7 Although various scanning probe microscopy
(SPM) techniques have been employed to study these materials by electrical1,8–11 and nanomechanical12,13 means, these
do not include a quantitative, non-destructive characterization
method to investigate the local nanoscale thermal properties
of PCM—a critical factor defining their switching energy and
read/write dynamics. Several methods are currently employed
to study thermal properties, such as Raman spectroscopy and
IR spectroscopy, however, these have a spatial resolution limited to the micrometre scale.14,15 Scanning Thermal
Microscopy (SThM),16 on the other hand, would provide an
ideal platform for quantitative measurement and mapping of
local thermal properties of phase change materials and devices, with the added potential capability of directly reading
and writing “bits” of data (phase changed regions) with spatial resolution down to the nanometer scale.17,18
In the present work, we demonstrate a SThM approach
for the study of the thermal properties of amorphous (a) and
crystalline (c) phases of commercially viable PCM stoichiometries, Ge2Sb2Te5 (a-GST/c-GST) and GeTe (a-GT/c-GT).
These are selected as they demonstrate nucleation and
a)
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growth dominated crystallization behavior, respectively.19
The thermal responses for the amorphous and crystalline
phases are modeled and the thermal conductivities compared
with a range of previously reported values. This work is of
particular interest to research efforts on determining the
phase switching thresholds for phase change materials as a
function of varying experimental parameters, such as composition gradients, sample thickness, applied voltage, or power.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample fabrication and laser writing of crystalline
domains

Films of 100 and 200 nm thickness were RF-sputtered
(Moorfield MiniLab 25) on soda-lime glass coverslips substrate held at room temperature. The substrates were covered
with a 10 nm Ti bonding layer that was an order of magnitude
thinner than the PCM film in order to minimize its influence
on the measured thermal properties; such deposition is
reported20,21 to produce practically fully amorphous GT and
GST films. Samples were subsequently mounted onto a
motorized XYZ stage and illuminated with a focused 514 nm
wavelength Ar ion laser of varying power from 3 to 4 mW on
the sample (Spectra Physics). The laser power was on-off
modulated with a mechanical chopper to produce pulses of
200 ls and longer duration, and programmatically translated
with a step motor controller (Honda Electronics) at 50 lm per
second. Such arrangement was shown to produce crystalline
lines in the amorphous films across all layer thicknesses with
a consistent heating per unit area as described elsewhere.12,13
SThM calibration, thermal imaging, and tip-sample
thermal conductance measurements

SThM images were acquired on the amorphous and
crystalline phases of both film thicknesses, allowing the
investigation of the nanoscale thermal properties and their
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morphology. All SThM measurements were acquired in ambient environment using a commercial SPM (Bruker
MultiMode Nanoscope III controller) and dedicated SThM
probe holder (Anasys Instruments). Thermal transport measurements were performed using resistive SThM probes
(Kelvin Nanotechnology, KNT-SThM-01a, 0.3 N/m spring
constant, <100 nm tip radius) in the Wheatstone bridge configuration, with applied DC offset generating Joule heat in
the probe,22,23 and resistance measured using AC resistance
measurements via lock-in amplifier (SRS Instruments) at 90
KHz frequency therefore optimizing signal-to-noise ratio.24
The probe was thermally calibrated on a Peltier hot/cold
plate (Torrey Pines Scientific, Echo Therm IC20), linking
probe resistance and probe temperature using a ratiometric
approach (Agilent 34401A) described in details elsewhere24
that allowed us to independently quantify the heat generated
by the probe and probe temperature. The standard SPM laser
illumination necessary for measuring probe deflection was
heating the probe by additional 10  C, effectively adding to
the Joule heating of the probe and was accounted in the
measurements. SThM thermal mapping was performed with
a set-force below 15 nN during imaging to protect the tip
and sample from damage to either structure.
During qualitative thermal mapping, the SThM probe is
scanned across the sample surface, in continuous contact,
while the power of the probe is kept constant. The changes
in the probe temperature are presented in SThM image as
darker (brighter) areas corresponding to increased
(decreased) sample thermal conductivity.
For quantitative measurements, the probe is located
above a particular point of the sample surface and repeatedly
slowly brought into and out of contact with the surface, producing so called “approach-retract curves”25 with the force
acting on the probe and the probe temperature monitored
simultaneously. By comparing the heat flow from the probe
immediately before and after the contact, it is possible to
quantitatively determine the thermal resistance (or its
inverse, thermal conductance) of the probe-sample contact16,24,26 and to subsequently determine the thermal conductivity of the probed material.
For quantification of thermal properties, the equivalent
thermal resistance between the probe and its surroundings,
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RT, is considered according to previous models (Fig. S227) as
defined by the following equation:16,24
RT ¼

TH  T0
;
Qh

(1)

where TH and T0 is the heater and ambient temperature,
respectively, and Qh is the heat generated by the heating element. It has been shown previously28,29 that one of the most
important factors is the tip/sample thermal boundary conductance rts (TBC), that is the inverse of the thermal boundary resistance Rts ¼ rts1 also known as “Kapitza
resistance.”30–33 The SThM response is strongly dependent
on both Rts as well as the sample thermal conductivity; by
selecting a PCM film of 100 to 200 nm thickness and a substrate with low thermal conductivity (soda lime glass), the
heat transport in the film was found to dominate the SThM
response, demonstrating clear SThM sensitivity to the varying properties of the PCM. Additionally, by performing
SThM measurements on two different film thicknesses and
assuming a thickness independent TBC (a reasonable
approximation as the mean free path (MFP) of the heat carriers in PCM is much shorter than the film thicknesses studied),34,35 the true sample thermal conductivity may be
extracted from the experimental SThM data.
Multi-scale finite element modeling of probe-sample
thermal interactions

A detailed three dimensional finite element analysis
(FEA) was performed using commercial software
(COMSOL Multiphysics, Joule Heating and MEMS modules). This allowed us to determine the influence of the cantilever/sample geometry and sample materials properties on
the SThM experimental results and to evaluate the thermal
conductivities of the amorphous and crystalline phases. The
FEA model is based on the experimental setup as described,
with a SThM cantilever, GST or GeTe thin film, soda-limesilica glass substrate, and Ti interlayer between the PCM and
substrate. The proportions and materials used for the modeled SThM cantilever were similar to those implemented in
the experiments, Fig. 1(a), with 250 nm Au pads and 150 nm
Pd resistors micro-patterned on a commercial Si3N4

FIG. 1. (a) The design of the SThM probe with Si3N4 cantilever base, Au pads, and Pd resistors reflected in the simulation. (b) The model system comprising a
cantilever approaching a PCM film on a soda lime glass substrate, and the ambient air environment.
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cantilever base.24 The modeled PCM samples consist of a
2 lm  8 lm crystalline phase positioned between two 8 lm
 8 lm amorphous phases, with a layer thickness equal to either 100 or 200 nm. The cantilever and sample were placed
in an air block, and the temperature profile of the entire
three-dimensional system was calculated, Fig. 1(b), as
described elsewhere.24 The thermal conductivities for all
materials used in the 3D model are presented in Table I.
Note that the thermal conductivities of the sputtered Au pads
and Si3N4 cantilever base, with effective values of 170 and
4.5 Wm1K1, respectively, are determined by matching the
heat-temperature balance and conductance values of the
SThM probe in air (within 0.25–0.50 K at 293 and 353 K)
with experimental data as described elsewhere24 for both hot
plate and self-heating calibration measurements, while
accounting for the electrical circuit of the probe containing
two 100 X resistors in series with the heater.
It should be noted that the characteristic dimensions of
the modeled system used in our study were 100 nm (for thinner film) or above. This was significantly larger than the phonon MFP for both amorphous (5 Å) and crystalline (20 Å)
GeTe.35–37 For crystalline material, such as GeTe, some fraction of thermal conductivity is known to be electron related38
with a corresponding MFP estimated to be below 50 nm.35
Therefore, we consider the diffusive heat flow approximation
used in this study to be appropriate for modelling of such
systems.
The tip-sample TBC may be presented as
rts ¼

qc p rts2 ;

(2)

where qc and rts are the conductance and effective interface
radius of the contact between the tip and sample, respectively. To incorporate the TBC in the FEA simulation, we
include a thin resistive layer between the tip apex and the
sample represented by a cylinder with height (h) much
smaller than the contact diameter (2 rts ). The thermal conductivity of the TBC is then calculated as
rts ¼ hqc :

(3)

All heat transfer processes in his study were performed on
the time scale from 200 ls (laser induced heating) to subseconds (SPM approach-retract cycles). Both of these are
several orders of magnitude longer that the characteristic
time for the heat transfer in both 100 and 200 nm thick amorphous and crystalline GeTe films, estimated to be below 100
ns.12 Therefore, we can safely use the time-independent
standard stationary diffusive approximation heat transport
equation39
TABLE I. Thermal conductivities (Wm1K1) for materials used in the
FEA model.
Pd
71 (Ref. 40)
a

Soda-lime glass
1.05 (Ref. 41)

Air

Ti

Au
a

0.02 (Ref. 42) 21.9 (Ref. 40) 170

Si3N4
4.5a

Note that effective values are used for Au and Si3N4 thin films to match the
experimentally measured probe thermal and electrical resistances for the hot
plate and self-heating calibration measurements.

qCp

@T
¼ krT þ q;
@t

(4)

where q is the density of the material, Cp is the heat capacity
at constant pressure, k is the media thermal conductivity, and
q is the heat flux. As the temperature distribution is assumed
to be time independent due to the slow ramp rate of the
force-distance curves, the left-hand side of Eq. (4) equates to
zero. By solving Eq. (4) for all structural parts of the system27 and with the proper boundary conditions, we then
obtain the modeled temperature distribution. The thermal
boundary conditions were set such that the temperature of
the surrounding environment as well as the initial temperature of all domains was 293 K. A fixed electrical potential
difference is applied across Pd resistors at the probe apex as
identified in Fig. 1(a) (the only domain in the model to
include an electrical component) to induce local Joule heating reflecting experimental conditions. Finally, the thermal
discontinuity experienced by the probe when brought into
contact or out of contact was calculated and compared with
that of corresponding experimental data. By adjusting the
thermal properties of the modeled amorphous and crystalline
phases to match the SThM experimental results, the measured amorphous and crystalline PCM thermal properties are
estimated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Two-dimensional SThM mapping of PCM thermal
conductance

Fig. 2(a) presents experimentally obtained topography
(left) and corresponding SThM (right) images for the 200 nm
GT specimen with 10 and 2.5 lm scan sizes, respectively.
Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) presents similar results for the 200 nm
GST specimen, but with 8 and 2.5 lm scan sizes, respectively. The SThM images display the temperature of the
SThM sensor, henceforth labeled as “thermal images” with
constant power applied to the probe. The darker contrast in
Fig. 2 corresponds to the low SThM signal and hence low
probe temperature meaning low thermal contact resistance
due to high sample thermal conductivity. Topographically,
the depressions running down the centers of the height
images correspond to the crystalline phases nucleated in the
surrounding amorphous film by the laser as it traversed the
film. Such a specific volume reduction between amorphous
and crystalline phases is expected, and is typically 5% for
these stoichiometries43 and in line with the expected full
crystallization of these PCM at line recording parameters
(see Materials and Methods).
For the SThM images, the thermal response is uniformly
darker for the crystalline phase compared with the surrounding amorphous film, indicating a change of the total tipsample thermal resistance that is the combination of the
thermal boundary resistance and the sample spreading thermal resistance, Rts þ Rs, and which is clearly lower in crystalline compared with the amorphous regions.
There are two noteworthy aspects related to the morphology at the boundary between the amorphous and crystalline phases. The higher magnification SThM images in
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FIG. 2. (a) Topography (left sub-panel) and SThM (right sub-panel) images with 10 lm and (b) 8 lm scan sizes, revealing a crystalline line written into
200 nm GT and GST amorphous thin films by a focused laser beam. (c) The 2.5 lm images for GT and (d) GST taken from the spatial locations marked by the
insets in (a) and (b).

Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) indicate that the boundary is sharper for
GT than GST. Fig. 2(c) reveals a 30 to 50 nm transition
between the crystalline and amorphous regions for GT. For
GST, on the other hand, the tip-sample thermal resistance
change over the boundary from crystalline to amorphous
regions occurs over 80 to 440 nm, Fig. 2(d). Furthermore, the
crystal/amorphous boundary represents a relatively straight
line for the GST film, while for GT, it has clear deviations
from such line. While some line undulation may be expected
due to the discrete motion of the step motor, the fact that it is
more prominent for the GT film may relate to the growth
dominated crystallization behavior for GT as compared with
GST, causing more variability in GT phase boundaries once
nucleation sites have become activated.
Quantitative analysis of PCM thermal properties

To quantify the values of total tip-sample thermal resistance, we used “force-vs-distance” and “probe temperaturevs-distance” curves acquired when the SThM tip repeatedly
approaches the surface, touches the surface establishing
direct thermal contact and then retracts (see Materials and
Methods). During such cycles, we record the SPM stage displacement that modifies the distance between the SThM
probe and the sample, the cantilever deflection that is proportional to the normal force acting on the tip and indicate the
moment that tip-surface contact is established, and the thermal signal throughout the cycle. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) present
such force-distance curves for 200 nm crystalline and amorphous GST films, respectively, with the tip approaching
from the left, snapping in to contact leading to a slight
decrease in deflection, then linearly deflecting positively as

the displacement increases further, indicating that the SThM
lever is highly compliant compared with the sample. Figs.
3(c) and 3(d) present the simultaneously acquired thermal
signals, during approach (dashed) and retraction (solid)
directions. While approaching the sample, the thermal signal
decreases linearly until the point of tip/sample contact (compared with the snap-in displacements from Figs. 3(a) and
3(b)), at which point the signal abruptly decreases due to the
added tip-sample thermal conductance. During tip retraction,
adhesion forces maintain contact until pull-off occurs as is
typical for AFM-based measurements in ambient conditions.
The thermal signal again changes sharply, now due to loss of
contact, after which the thermal response matches the previous, non-contact values.
When comparing the crystalline (Fig. 3(c)) with amorphous (Fig. 3(d)) thermal approach curves, the thermal drop
is notably stronger for the crystalline phase, consistent with
the SThM imaging performed in Fig. 2 where the crystalline
regions exhibit lower signals. To quantify this parameter
more thoroughly, such sharp drops and the subsequent rise in
the thermal response for approach and retract, respectively,
were averaged for several groups of successive forcedistance curves (N ¼ 3) and analyzed for each stoichiometry,
specimen thickness, and amorphous/crystalline phase. The
approach portion of these experimental results was then
compared with thermal modeling for equivalent conditions.
It is worth noting that the retract curves could have also been
used for comparison with the thermal modeling, as experimentally they display similar trends as observed in Fig. 3.
However, the magnitudes of the thermal jumps are generally
less reliable since retraction curves also depend on adhesion
effects during tip/sample pull-off. An increase in adhesion
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FIG. 3. The typical approach and retract SThM curves for PCM materials, with simultaneously recorded relative cantilever deflection (a) and (b) and thermal
(c) and (d) signal as a function of relative displacement for contact with crystalline (a) and (c) and amorphous (b) and (d) GST phases.

would thus produce a larger pull-off displacement (75 vs.
40 nm for crystalline and amorphous GST, respectively, in
Fig. 3), and hence a greater pull-off deflection (150 vs.
60 nm), distorting interpretation of the corresponding thermal jump as if a higher thermal conductivity was encountered. The snap-to-contact displacement, and deflection, for
approach curves are susceptible to adhesion to a much
smaller degree with nearly uniform change in lever deflection (20 nm). Therefore, any error caused by such
adhesion-based artifacts (if present) is minimized for
approach curves that are therefore preferred for the SThM
quantitative measurements.
The observed thermal “drops” upon contact with the
crystalline phases are consistently larger regardless of film
thickness than ones for amorphous phases, for both GST and
GT (not shown for brevity). However, the contrast between
the crystalline and amorphous phase is stronger for thicker
PCM films, as anticipated due to the larger contribution of
the film with respect to the underlying glass substrate. Since
tip-sample TBC Rts should be identical for both measurements, as noted above, whereas the thermal resistance of the
film Rs differs with the film thickness, the tip-sample contact
resistance as well as TBC can be independently extracted
with appropriate models owing to the measurements of two
different thicknesses of the same material. The obtained

TBC can also be compared with one determined via the
acoustic mismatch model (AMM).31 Finally, the modeled
thermal “drops” on tip-surface contact are fitted to match the
experimental values.
FEA simulations of SThM response to PCM thermal
conductivity

The temperature distribution of the modeled SThM system is presented for the SThM probe out of contact (Fig.
4(a)) and in contact (Fig. 4(b)) with c-GST, as well as out of
contact (Fig. 4(c)) and in contact (Fig. 4(d)) with a-GST.
The model accounts for the substrate, underlying adhesion
layer, PCM film, environment, probe geometry near the
apex, and distinct probe materials, including a silicon nitride
tip and cantilever, gold current leads as well as the resistive
heating elements.
For contact with the crystalline GST film, heat is conducted easily from the probe in the plane of the film and
through the glass substrate. This predicts the largest temperature drop of the probe, as measured experimentally. For contact with the amorphous GST film, on the other hand, the
higher thermal resistance limits heat dissipation in-plane as
well as into the glass substrate, retaining more heat locally.
As a result, a weaker thermal drop is predicted, and
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TABLE II. Thermal conductivities (Wm1K1) for amorphous and crystalline phases of GST and GT, acquired by fitting the simulated temperature
profile of the probe to those measured experimentally with forcedisplacement curves.
Phase
Thermal conductivity
[Wm1K1]

FIG. 4. Cross-section view of the simulated temperature distribution between
the SThM probe and sample. (a) Out-of-contact and (b) in-contact data for
100 nm c-GST vs out-of-contact (c) and in-contact (d) of 100 nm a-GST film.
The out of contact tip-sample distance is 50 nm, the temperature scale bar
applies to all cases. Although not fully visible in (a) and (c), the 10 nm Ti
layer is present and incorporated into the temperature distribution model.

experimentally measured. When out of contact, the highest
temperature of the probe is observed, with minimal heat loss
to the PCM and underlying glass substrate, as expected.
Nevertheless, for near-contact conditions as modeled (50 nm
separation), the a-GST (Fig. 4(c)) is noticeably hotter than
the c-GST out of contact (Fig. 4(a)). c-GT and a-GT temperature distributions follow a similar trend.
Evaluation of PCM layer thermal conductance via
comparison of experimental data and FEA analysis

The relative thermal drops (ratio of change of the probe
temperature on contact with the sample DT to the average
probe temperature Tavg) of a-GST/c-GST (Fig. 5(a)) and
a-GT/c-GT (Fig. 5(b)) thin films are finally calculated by

a-Ge2Sb2Te5

c-Ge2Sb2Te5

a-GeTe

c-GeTe

0.30

1.95

0.20

1.60

iteratively fitting the model to the experimentally acquired
thermal drops. As presented in Table II, the resulting thermal
conductivities for a-GST and c-GST are 0.30 and
1.95 W m1 K1, respectively, while they are 0.20 and
1.60 W m1 K1 for a-GT and c-GT. These locally measured
thermal conductivities for a-GST and c-GST are within the
range of values determined by previous studies using more
macroscopic methods, 0.19–0.33 W m1 K1 (Refs. 31, 44,
and 45) and 1.1–2.0 W m1 K1,44,45 respectively. The particularly high a-GST value may be explained by considering
film preparation, where elevated temperatures during sputtering could result in the presence of a small fraction of
nucleated crystalline phase as observed in separate mechanical studies46 and hence a higher effective thermal conductivity. Additionally, as the experimental a-GST phase was
placed between two c-GST reference lines, that may have
some contribution to increased heat conduction not
accounted in the model, and therefore result in a higher
observed thermal conductivity. Finally, standard deviation
error bars reveal a higher uncertainty for the crystalline
phase of each stoichiometry. This results from a stronger variation in the experimentally measured thermal “jumps” for
the crystalline regions. This can be linked to variations in the
local crystallite orientations under the SThM probe and
hence a wider range of directionally dependent thermal properties. The resulting a-GT and c-GT thermal conductivity
values are considerably lower than those previously
reported,35 2.3 and 5.7 Wm1K1 for a- and c-GT, respectively. However, the discrepancy in the values may be
explained by the contrasting measurement methods. For
example, the thermal conductivity measurements on a- and

FIG. 5. Normalized thermal drop (DT/Tavg—ratio of change of the probe temperature on contact with the sample DT to the average probe temperature Tavg) versus
sample thickness for (a) amorphous and crystalline GST and (b) GT phases, including experimental data (with standard deviation error bars, N ¼ 3) and a model fit.
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c-GT by Nath and Chopra35,47 were acquired on a 900 nm
film at steady-state, by an in-plane thermal gradient over a
4.0  0.5 cm length scale, clearly demonstrating a convergence with bulk values. Here, the thermal gradient was
applied normal to the thin film surface, with heat flow considered over an area of six orders of magnitude smaller.
The TBC between GST films and substrates of different
materials (C, Ti, TiN) has been calculated elsewhere using
the AMM.31 However, thermal time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) data reveal approximately one order of magnitude lower conductance values due to interfacial effects,
such as grain boundaries, impurities, and surface defects.48
For example, AMM values range from 5.0  108 to
3.3  1010 Wm2K1 and 5.3  108 to 1.4  1010 Wm2K1
for a-GST and c-GST, respectively, while TDTR values
range from 3.9  107 to 5.6  107 Wm2K1 for c-GST (no
data are available for a-GST). The TBC values for a- and cGST in contact with a Si3N4 SThM probe as implemented
here have not been reported, so values were calculated
instead based on the acoustic mismatch and geometry,30,49
specifically 7.0  108 and 3.8  107 Wm2K1 (Ref. 31)
between a-GST/Si3N4 and c-GST/Si3N4 contacts, respectively. TBC values for a-GT and c-GT in contact with the
Si3N4 probe have also not been explicitly reported, so the aGST and c-GST values were applied; a reasonable assumption as the GST/GT Debye temperatures is similar.50,51
CONCLUSIONS

SThM has been implemented to characterize optically
switched chalcogenide phase change materials of GT and
GST. Quantitative physical models together with the experimental results allowed to account for the thermal boundary
conductance, and to directly determine both the thermal conductivities of the amorphous and crystalline phases as well
as contact thermal resistances. The thermal conductivities
for amorphous and crystalline GST are 0.30 and 1.95 W m1
K1, respectively. The thermal conductivities for amorphous
and crystalline GT are 0.20 and 1.60 W m1 K1, respectively. The reported approach has been demonstrated as an
effective tool for measuring thermal properties of nanoscale
phase change materials, while distinguishing thermal contrast of distinct phases down to 50 nm. SThM provides an alternative characterization method to IR imaging or Raman
micro-spectroscopy, and is applicable for the characterization of other thin film materials with similar low thermal
conductivities.
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